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Decisions, decisions!

The programs we have written so far do what they do only once.  Each time you want to use our handy little programs you need to run them again from the start.  This can get to be tedious and even error prone (say rubber baby buggy bumpers ten times fast).  What we need is a way for our program to go to the beginning and do it over.  In BASIC the command for doing this is called GOTO (surprise!).

Knowing that we have to goto some place is not enough.  We also need to know where to go. When you hop into your car in a foreign country looking for a food market, you at least know what you are looking for.  Liberty BASIC can't ask for directions, so you need to be very precise.  Fasten your safety belt because we're about to take a high speed tour!

GOTO and branch labels

The mechanism that Liberty BASIC uses to mark places that we can GOTO is called a branch label.  This is a lot like an address.  When you send someone on an errand, they need one or more addresses.  The errand runner goes to some place and there is something to do there.  So in the same way, you mark the place in your BASIC program where you want it to continue running with a branch label (an address of sorts).

Here is a short example of a program that uses a branch label:

[startOver]
  print "What is your name?"
  input yourName$
  print yourName$; "!  Whoa!  Deja vu! "
  goto [startOver]
  end

Can you spot the branch label?  It's the only thing you see in the first line of code, and it's used later on in the GOTO command.

The branch label is:

  [startOver]

Try running the program.  What does it do?  When we are finished with it, we can close it like any other Windows program by double-clicking on the system menu box.  Now try stepping through the program in the debugger.  

As you can see, when the program executes the GOTO command, it goes back to the code immediately following the branch label, and continues running there.  When a computer program executes the same code over and over in this way, this is called a loop.  Since there is no way to stop the looping (short of shutting down the program), this is called an infinite loop.  This isn't usually very useful in and of itself.  We actually wrote an infinite loop on purpose, but usually these things happen by mistake, and they result in a program hanging (like when your CD player gets stuck and repeats the same half a second of music over and over).

Here are some more examples of branch labels:

	[start.over]  [loopBack]  [getResponse]  [point1]  etc...

They look a lot like variable names, but they start and end with square braces.

Examples of unacceptable branch labels:

	[loop back]	no spaces allowed
	start		must use brackets
	(point1)	only use square brackets

Since no spaces are allowed in the alphanumeric branch labels, it works well to capitalize the first letter in each word when multiple words are used in a branch label.  For example [gettimedresponse] is valid, but [getTimedResponse] is much more readable.  Periods can also be used, so [get.timed.response] is also ok.

Decisions, decisions...
Ah, now we get down to it!  Now that we have learned to make a program smart enough to do something more than once, we are now compelled to make it even smarter.  The program must decide when to stop looping.
The IF THEN command
The IF THEN command is a direct descendant of those do-it-yourself style instruction manual texts.  For example:
    Problem: Your car's engine won't turn over
      1) Check your battery for correct voltage.
      2) If voltage is less then 11 volts then goto to step 13
      3) Clean and tighten ground connection.
      4) If this doesn't solve the trouble, continue to step 5.
      5) Remove the starter.
      6) Connect starter directly to battery
      7) If starter does not spin then goto step 18
      8) Check starter relay.
      . . .
    13) Charge battery
      . . .
    18) See chapter 4 on rebuilding the starter unit

Notice how in the above example how you are led smartly through the troubleshooting procedure.  The steps containing the words if and then make it possible to work through a complex procedure.  In the same way, the IF THEN command in BASIC makes it possible to add a kind of  intelligence to your programs.
Let's apply this idea directly to our example program from the previous section.  Run this program and then step through it in the debugger:

[startOver]
  print "What is your name?"
  input yourName$
  if yourName$ = "" then goto [nothingEntered]
  print yourName$; "!  Whoa!  Deja vu! "
  goto [startOver]
[nothingEntered]
  print "What?  Cat got your tongue?  Bye!"
  end

Now we have two branch labels.  The [startOver] branch label is still used to go back and ask for another name, but the new branch label [nothingEntered] is where we go when the user of the program presses Enter without first entering a name.
The really new and interesting thing is this line:

 if yourName$ = "" then goto [nothingEntered]

his line of code does exactly how it reads.  If the string variable yourName$ is equal to an empty string, then GOTO [nothingEntered].  If the user of the program presses Enter without typing anything, the value of  yourName$ is set to "", and the rest is automatic.  After saying goodbye, the program ends.
In our first short program, we had a simple infinite loop.  Our IF THEN statement makes it possible to stop looping.  This is called breaking out of a loop.
IF THEN is a very versatile command.  Here is a short program that uses IF THEN to make the loop happen instead of using it to break out of a loop.  Can you guess what this program does?  Run this program and then step through it in the debugger:

  print "L";
[oneMoreTime]
  print "OO";
  counter = counter + 1
  if counter < 10 then goto [oneMoreTime]
  print "PY!"
  end

First we display the letter L.  Then we enter the [oneMoreTime] loop.  Each time the code in this loop executes it displays a two letter O's and it adds the value 1 to the numeric variable counter.  Each time the IF THEN command executes, it tests to see if counter is less than 10.  If counter is less than 10 then we loop back and repeat.  Eventually counter will be 10, the IF THEN test will fail, and we finish up by displaying PY!.

Less is More
Okay, now that we've seen IF THEN used to compare both strings and numbers, let's take a little detour and look at this in a little more detail.  Here is a list of the comparison operators.
    a = b     a is equal to b
    a <> b    a is unequal to b
    a < b     a is less than b
    a > b     a is greater than b
    a <= b    a is less than or equal to b
    a >= b    a is greater than or equal to b
These operators work for strings and and they work for numbers, but differently.  According to the operator you choose, the item on the left is tested against the item on the right, and the result is either true or false.
For numeric values the comparison operators work more or less the way you might expect.  For example:
  if 5 < 6 then goto [fiveIsLessThanSix]
This line of code has no surprises.  It does what you expect it to.
Now for strings.  Consider the following line:
  if "Ice" = "Cream" then print "I scream"
This line also does what you expect.  The word Ice and the word Cream are not the same, so if you test to see if they are equal, you will get a result of false.  The print "I scream" would not be executed.
How about the following?  Are they different?
  if "Basic" <> "BASIC" then print "Not the same."
Yup.  They're different.  To be equal, they have to be exactly the same.
Where string comparisons get interesting is when you start testing strings to see if one is greater or less than another.  In grade school we all learn to sort words alphabetically.  This is an important skill if you want to find words in a dictionary.
Let's take a stab at a string comparison:
  if "blue" < "red" then print "blue comes before red."
No surprise there.  All is well in the world.  ;-)  Not so fast...
  if "Red" < "blue" then print "Red comes before blue."
No, there's no typo in this code.  In this reality, Red really does come before blue (wake up, the matrix has you!).  The answer lays in the uppercase R.  The reason why is a little esoteric, but in a nutshell it's because most programming languages compare and sort strings alphanumerically instead of alphabetically.
Under the covers every numeric, alphabetic and other symbol you can type in or read on the screen is given a unique numeric value, known as an ASCII value (in internationalized software it is even more complicated, but we won't go down that rabbit hole now).  Each letter has an upper and lower case, and each case of a letter has it's own unique numeric value.  Uppercase letters A to Z have ASCII values 65 to 90, and lowercase letters a to z have ASCII values 97 to 122.
It becomes a simple numbers game.  The uppercase letter R has an ASCII value of 82, but the letter b which comes before R in the alphabet has an ASCII value of 98.  So clearly R is less than b, don't you think?  It's not such a hard pill to swallow after all.

Building with blocks
I could speak metaphorically about building software out of blocks, but I don't need to.  There really are things called blocks in programming languages.  In Liberty BASIC, they're used with the IF THEN command.  Consider this program we wrote earlier in the lesson:

[startOver]
  print "What is your name?"
  input yourName$
  if yourName$ = "" then goto [nothingEntered]
  print yourName$; "!  Whoa!  Deja vu! "
  goto [startOver]
[nothingEntered]
  print "What?  Cat got your tongue?  Bye!"
  end

And now look at this rewrite:

[startOver]
  print "What is your name?"
  input yourName$
  if yourName$ <> "" then
    print yourName$; "!  Whoa!  Deja vu! "
    goto [startOver]
  end if
  print "What?  Cat got your tongue?  Bye!"
  end

This version of the program uses an IF THEN block.  If the comparison is true, the code between the IF THEN command and the next END IF gets executed (END IF is not to be confused with plain END).  If the comparison is false then Liberty BASIC skips right past the END IF and continues executing there.  The indenting of the code inside the IF THEN block isn't required, but is commonly added by programmers for readability.  Note: Don't miss that we replaced the = operator with the <> operator to make this change work.
One interesting feature of using an IF THEN block is that we eliminated a branch label and also a GOTO command from the program.  This is considered good practice, to minimize the use of GOTO.  When programs get large, too much jumping around with GOTO can cause confusion, and making it easy for bugs to slip into the code.

Let's try another football example by creating a first down calculator.  We will show how take IF THEN blocks a step further by introducing the ELSE command.

We need to know:

 - What down is it?
 - How many yards to go for first down?
 - How many yards did the offense advance?

With this information we will compute what down it is, and whether the ball turns over.  We won't bother with trying to figure out if there was a touchdown or anything else in this example.

Okay, let's write the first part of the program that gets the information:

  print "First Down Calculator"
  input "What down is it (1, 2, 3, or 4)?"; down
  input "Yards to go for 1st down?"; yardsToGo
  input "Yards advanced?"; yardsAdvanced

Now let's get to the computational part.  We need to first figure out if the yards advanced is enough for a first down:

  if yardsAdvanced >= yardsToGo then
      down = 1
      print "First down!"
  else

This is pretty straightforward.  If we have advanced at least the number of yardsToGo, we get a first down!  Where this is different from the IF THEN block we saw earlier is that it ends with ELSE rather than with END IF.  This is a way to end the first block and start another block (an ELSE block) at the same time!  So right after ELSE we add a block of code to compute what happens if we don't advance enough yards.  Let's add some more:

  if yardsAdvanced >= yardsToGo then
      down = 1
      print "First down!"
  else
      down = down + 1
      if down > 4 then
          down = 1
          print "Ball changes sides!"
      end if
      print "New down is: "; down
  end if

Whew!  Didn't I say we were going for a high speed tour?  After the ELSE we put the block of code we want to execute, wrapping it up with an END IF.  We didn't stop there!  Notice the IF THEN block inside the ELSE block?  When you put a block inside a block, this is called a nested block.  Just to make it clear, what follows is the IF THEN block that is nested inside the ELSE block:

      if down > 4 then
          down = 1
          print "Ball changes sides!"
      end if

Notice how this style of coding makes it clear what part of the program belongs to another?  This is one of the techniques of structured programming.  The idea is that software should be built so that it is modular.  As much as it can, each part of a program should stand alone without knowing too much about other parts of the program.

Writing modular code is something that somes with lots of practice.  The use of IF THEN blocks is just an introduction to the concepts of writing modular code, which we will continue to explain in upcoming lessons.

Here is the program in its entirety.  Step through it in the debugger a few times with different values to get a good feel for how it works.

  print "First Down Calculator"
  input "What down is it (1, 2, 3, or 4)?"; down
  input "Yards to go for 1st down?"; yardsToGo
  input "Yards advanced?"; yardsAdvanced
  if yardsAdvanced >= yardsToGo then
      down = 1
      print "First down!"
  else
      down = down + 1
      if down > 4 then
          down = 1
          print "Ball changes sides!"
      end if
      print "New down is: "; down
  end if
  end

Notice that each IF THEN has a matching END IF.  This is an important requirement of the Liberty BASIC syntax.

Lesson Three Exercise - A Hi-Lo Game

Hi-Lo is a game where the computer has a secret number.  The player tries to guess the number.  If the player guesses too low the program responds with "Guess Higher" or if the player guesses too high the program responds with "Guess Lower".  When the player guesses correctly the program responds with "You win.  It took you number guesses!"

In order to have a secret number, the program can use the RND( ) function to create a random number.  This special function is common in BASIC languages.  Each time you use RND( ) it will return a different value between 0 and 1.  So, to get a secret number between 1 and 100 we multiply the return from RND( ) by 100, add 1, and then get the integer value of that using the INT( ) function.  I leave it to the student to look up the RND( ) and INT( ) functions in the Liberty BASIC help file.

Here is what the code for generating the secret number looks like.  Use this in your program:

  secretNumber = int(rnd(1)*100+1)

Here is an outline of what the program should do:

  1) Print program title and give some instructions
  2) Pick a secret number between 1 and 100
  3) Ask for the user to guess number
  4) Tally the guess
  5) If the guess is right go to step (9)
  6) If the guess is too low tell the user to guess higher
  7) If the guess is too high tell the user to guess lower
  8) Go back to step (3)
  9) Beep and tell the user how many guess it took to win
10) Ask the user whether to play again
11) If the user answers yes then clear the guess tally and goto step (1)
12) Give the user instructions on how to close the game window
13) End the program

Try to write the program using a nested IF THEN blocks.

Please consider posting your finished program in the Liberty BASIC University forum for Lesson Three.  Also, please post with your questions if you get stuck on some point.


Lesson Three Quiz - Answers further down the page

1) A _____________________ is used like an address.

2) The _______________ command is used to direct program execution to a branch label.

3) Decisions are made in programs using the _________________ command.

4) The symbols <, >, =, <>, <=, >= are known as _______________________.

5) Strings are compared ________________________ instead of alphabetically.

6) To make an IF THEN block, we need to wrap up with __________________.

7) When an IF THEN block is inside another IF THEN block, this is known as a ___________________.

8) Each displayable alphanumeric symbol has an _________________ value.

9) Program code that repeats is called a _________________.

10) A loop that doesn't end is called an __________________ loop.








































1) branch label

2) GOTO

3) IF THEN

4) comparison operators

5) alphanumerically

6) END IF

7) nested block

8) ASCII

9) loop

9) infinite
 



